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Introduction

The advent of Mobile Mapping Systems in
recent years allow acquiring large amounts of
accurate geo-referenced data on entire metro-
politan areas, environment or countries.
Problem : The geopositionning system of
mobile mapping systems is affected by GPS
masks which can cause a large drift on the ter-
restrial LiDAR data.
Solution : registration of point cloud and 3D
building models taking into account uncertain-
ties.
Applications : Enrich geographic databases,
data covisualization for map.

3D terrestrial LiDAR data

High density point clouds but low precision
when GPS signal is disturbed.

.

3D building models

A low level of detail (larger 1 meter). The 3D
building models have a more reliable georefe-
rencing.

Uncertainty for 3D terrestrial LiDAR data
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we applied uncertainty propagation technique
to compute the uncertainty of every obtained
3D point :
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Uncertainty for 3D building models

Uncertainty for 3D building models are :

- 2D translation per block db = (dx, dy)
t
b.

- 2D offset nf along the normal nf per façade.

Registration method

We have a mobile laser scan with trajectory,
and a 3D model defined by vertical rectangu-
lar façades Ff . Then for each point we have a
constraint of the form :

gf (v̂) =
∑
p∈Ff

d(p(ti), Ff ) = 0

This is a Gauss-Helmert model without para-
meters. Its solution is given by:

v̂ = CllB(BtCllB)−1cg (3)
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with covariance matrix:

Cv̂v̂ = CllB(BtCllB)−1BtCll (5)

A point p(ti) is match with a Facade Ff using a
ray-tracing technique

Conclusions

- We compute the propagation uncertainty for
3D terrestrial LiDAR data
- We choose a uncertainty model for the 3D
building model
- We have formulated the mathematical method
for the registration between the two datasets

Perspectives

- Implement the registration method
- Test the algorithm on real and simulation data
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